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Rights Catalogue

Elif Oskan
Cüisine
Turkish kitchen

978-3-03902-182-6
42.00 EUR

Cover: Hardcover
Extent: 240 pages
Format: 20 cm x 26.5 cm
colour photos, ribbon
Available: 27/02/2023
Rights sold: All rights available

• Recipes for home use from top-rated restaurant Gül
• Expert insights about culinary traditions and Turkish culture
• Complete with beautifully captured images

Cüisine – Food culture and joie de vivre from Turkey!

Restaurant Gül in Zurich has rapidly become one of the favourite addresses for connoisseurs. 
Shortly after opening, Elif Oskan's cuisine obtained 14 Gault-Millau points. The passionate chef 
with roots in the South-Eastern part of Turkey specializes in the world-famous Gaziantep cuisine. 
And now this delightful cookbook affords a glimpse into Elif Oskan's »cüisine«. How to make a 
proper dough for pide? Or proper köfte, börek, and dolmas? How to prepare baklava? And not in 
the least, how to brew real Turkish coffee? 

Next to tips and tricks that will enable you to prepare the most popular recipes of restaurant Gül, 
this richly illustrated book portrays Turkish traditions and Mediterranean food culture. Snapshots 
from research trips and personal stories by Elif Oskan take us to a world where friendship, family, 
and gastronomy unite – delicious and full of love.

Elif Oskan: Chef and food entrepreneur, Zurich citoyen with Turkish roots. After various positions 
all over Switzerland and a stage with Heston Blumenthal in London, she now runs restaurant Gül in 
Zurich.

Photos: Pascal Grob, Nonda Coutsicos
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Herbert Grönemeyer, Lorena Autuori
Fatto a mano
Italian cuisine by Lorena Autuori – Handpicked
recipes for Herbert Grönemeyer and Alex Silva

978-3-03902-210-6
32.00 EUR

Cover: Hardcover
Extent: 200 pages
Format: 21 cm x 28 cm
Colour photos
Available: 03/04/2023
Rights sold: All rights available

What is bound to happen when Herbert Grönemeyer and his producer Alex Silva start working on 
new songs in a secluded house somewhere in lovely San Gemini, while Lorena Autuori cooks her 
favourite dishes from Umbria and Southern Italy for them? The birth of a special kind of book. One 
that makes people happy, just like music and good food, for it nurtures the soul, heart, and belly.

With Lorena Autuori's dishes the successful musician gathers strength for long studio sessions, 
draws inspiration in the short breaks between recordings, and reflects on the day that passed -
aperitivo in hand. The book not only presents the favourite recipes of Herbert Grönemeyer and Alex 
Silva from the fabulous cuisine of Lorena Autuori, but it also allows a unique insight into the 
creation of an album and shows the importance of good food for creative processes.

Lorena Autuori: Raised in Salerno, disciple of Gualtiero Marchesi, Italy's first Michelin star chef. 
Today she owns a restaurant in Umbria and offers cooking classes to a worldwide audience.

Herbert Grönemeyer: The musician and actor has released 19 records to date. With more than 18 
million sold copies he is one of the most successful contemporary musicians in Germany. He starts 
his new tour in spring 2023, with concerts in Germany, Austria, and Switzerland.

Alex Silva: The music producer started his career in London in 1995 where he worked with many 
international stars such as Mick Jagger, Paul McCartney, and the Manic Street Preachers. Since 
the album »Bleibt alles anders« from 1998, Alex Silva has been cooperating closely with Herbert 
Grönemeyer and was awarded the Echo prize for »Best Producer« in 2003.

»Cooking makes me feel as good as singing. Cooking is like meditation. It creates calmness. It is 
like taking some down time.« – Herbert Grönemeyer



Rights Catalogue

Lazaros Kapageoroglou
Sun and Sea on Your Plate
Modern Greek cuisine

978-3-03902-148-2
34.00 EUR

Cover: Hardcover
Extent: 300 pages
Format: 19.5 cm x 25.5 cm
Colour photos
Available: 29/05/2023
Rights sold: All rights available

• Fresh, modern Greek cuisine
• Brand-new surprising recipes
• With charming photos and short paragraphs about food culture

Lazaros knows how to make dishes taste like the sun and seaside. The cuisine of his native
country, known mostly for moussaka or souvlaki, has much more to offer than the two classics.
And even these are transformed into exciting novelties if prepared by the author. On a culinary
journey through Greece he leads the way to many new discoveries: have you heard for instance of
Karpouzopita Milou, Milo's watermelon cake?

Lazaros presents recipes from various regions all over Greece: spreads, salads, feta and yogurt
dishes to share, classics, hotpots and soups complemented by sweet pastries, honey-based treats
and fruit desserts. Always with a fresh, modern twist and easy to cook at home.

Lazaros Kapageoroglou: Chef and patissier who spoiled his guests on Mykonos, Santorini and
Crete, later also in France. Since 2012 the Greek gastronome and entrepreneur lives in Zurich
where he offers catering as well as cooking classes and events.

»Talking to Laz you can literally feel the sun rising. Even if it is raining like crazy, the energy Laz
radiates lightens up everything and everyone around him. His recipes, ingredients, and hugs
bring a taste of Greece straight into our home.« – Cathrin Michael, writer and editor for his two
cookbooks
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Judith Gmür-Stalder, Kathrin Fritz, Maurice K. 
Grünig
Peppermint Pesto & Lilac Couscous
Gourmet dishes from meadow, forest, and garden. 
90 sophisticated recipes and 30 plant portraits

978-3-03902-203-8
44.00 EUR

Cover: Hardcover
Extent: 280 pages
Format: 19.5 cm x 27 cm
Colour photos
Available: 27/02/2023
Rights sold: All rights available

• A modern approach to nature's cuisine – in enchanting pictures
• 90 new, simple, and astonishing recipes
• A sensual combination of nature experience and food culture

Eat the gifts of nature!

This ancient principle was the leitmotif of the authors. Outdoors amidst nature they opened all 
their senses to anything that grows, smells, and blooms. And just like in their first volume, »Dahlia 
Crisps & Barberry Rice«, they harvested, collected, and then experimented in their kitchen. The 
result: 90 new, delicious recipes that are easy to prepare and will certainly surprise and delight all 
your guests. Moreover the authors share interesting knowledge and poetic thoughts on 30 plant 
types.

This book is an inspiration inviting us to seek a unique connection with nature. When we start 
collecting, cooking, and even prior to that, when looking at the charming photos, we cannot help 
ourselves but to marvel at the treasures of nature.

Judith Gmür-Stalder: Freelance recipe author, food stylist, book author, and culinary consultant.

Kathrin Fritz: Food editor for a famous Swiss magazine and book author.

Maurice K. Grünig: Photographer, art agent, and book author.
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Anne-Katrin Weber
Greens & Beans
Green cuisine with peas, lentils, and beans

978-3-03902-160-4
36.00 EUR

Cover: Hardcover
Extent: 200 pages
Format: 19.5 cm x 26 cm
Colour photos
Available: 27/03/2023
Rights sold: All rights available

• Pulses as protein boosters in a plant-based cuisine
• Fresh, green, creative recipes
• Background knowledge and reports

Green food for the blue planet!

Peas, lentils, and beans are vital ingredients for vegetarian and vegan cooking. They are healthy, 
easy to match and mix, and a natural source of valuable protein. Anne-Katrin Weber turns the 
spotlight on legumes with her fresh green food creations and international recipes for everyday use 
– be it tasty one-pot, wok, or pan dishes, recipes for the oven, or crisp salads. 

The useful kitchen tips offer insider knowledge about storage, soaking, and cooking times, 
utilisation of leftovers, as well as timesaving and nutrient-preserving preparation methods. Apart 
from a variety of recipes, we get information about cultivating legumes, product reviews, notes 
about the positive effects for biodiversity, climate and environment, and a seasonal vegetable 
calendar.

A must-have if you like fresh and creative cooking and enjoy healthy yet delicious food.

Anne-Katrin Weber: Chef, nutritional scientist, freelance cookbook author, and food stylist. In the 
food blog »veggielicious« she celebrates her love of vegetable cuisine together with photographer 
Wolfgang Schardt.

Photos: Wolfgang Schardt

»The future of eating is plant-centric. With that we strengthen our health while also contributing to
the health of our climate and of our planet.« – Anne-Katrin Weber



Rights Catalogue

Sibylle Hunger
Easy Fermentation of Vegetable and
Fruit
Recipes and basic concepts for guaranteed success

978-3-03902-189-5
34.00 EUR

Cover: Hardcover
Extent: 220 pages
Format: 19.5 cm x 26.5 cm
Colour photos
Available: 27/03/2023
Rights sold: All rights available

• Fermenting made easy: various tips and tricks for beginners and experts
• Smart recipes for everyday cooking with regional ingredients
• Featuring a useful seasonal calendar

Fermenting vegetables and fruit has a longstanding tradition and is one of the most ancient,
natural, and gentle ways of preserving food. Sibylle Hunger, the number one Bavarian

»fermentista«, presents a healthy and sustainable diet with fermented food items.

Her introduction to basic concepts of the craft and simple step-by-step instructions are followed by 
a variety of delicious fermentation recipes. In addition, the author shares uncomplicated recipes for 
daily use – salads, wraps, souffles, or desserts – in which the fermented food items are the main 
attraction. Delicious taste is just as essential as the seasonal and regional character of the chosen 
ingredients: next to well-known fruits and vegetables she rediscovers almost forgotten types such 
as Jerusalem artichoke, savoy cabbage, or kale. 

A book that teaches a historical craft and enables the reader to eat much more consciously 
throughout the year.

Sibylle Hunger: Passionate fermentista for 30 years, known from public television (Bayerischer
Rundfunk). She leads fermentation courses, runs a cooking studio in Stephanskirchen, Germany,
and distributes products of her own brand »Manufaktur Gmiashunger«.

Photos: Esther Meinel-Zottl
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Nicole Klauß
Alcohol-free
Basics, recipes, pairings

978-3-03902-168-0
36.00 EUR

Cover: Hardcover
Extent: 350 pages
Format: 18 cm x 25 cm
Colour photos and illustrations
Available: 24/04/2023
Rights sold: All rights available

• The first comprehensive book on the subject
• Covering tea, juice, as well as fermented drinks and shrubs
• Tips for food and drink pairing

We all know: tea and cake match perfectly. But what effects does tannin have, and how does it 
get into non-alcoholic beverages? What do volume and viscosity mean? Why is salt almost always 
an ingredient, and how can fermented beverages add new, special tastes to your drink?

More and more people choose not to drink alcohol for various reasons. In bars or restaurants they 
are usually referred to the soft drinks menu. Nicole Klauß proves that they are much better ways to 
cater for these needs. Her latest book is addressed to wine connoisseurs, sommeliers, caterers, 
and wine merchants, but first and foremost to foodies who like to explore and who expect more 
from a drink than just to quench their thirst. 

The author takes us to the wondrous world of non-alcoholic beverages and explains their 
preparation, taste, and what meals to match them with.

Nicole Klauß: Publicist, food consultant, cookbook reviewer, and drink scout. She gives lectures 
and conducts tastings as well as workshops.
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Claudia Ritter
Natural Treatment of Chronic Bowel
Conditions
Healing plants for irritable bowel syndrome, morbus
Crohn, colitis ulcerosa, and diverticula

978-3-03902-166-6
28.00 EUR

Cover: Hardcover
Extent: 272 pages
Format: 14.5 cm x 22 cm
Colour photos
Available: 30/01/2023
Rights sold: All rights available

• Individualized, holistic therapies for chronic bowel conditions
• 22 healing plants that help with irritable bowel syndrome, morbus Crohn, colitis ulcerosa,
and diverticula
• Numerous recipes and therapy suggestions

There is a plant-based cure for everything – even with bowel diseases!

Chronic bowel conditions are very !common: many people suffer from food allergies, bowel mis-
colonisations, leaky gut syndrome, chronic, phlogistic bowel diseases, or diverticula of the 
intestinal wall which are prone to inflammation. Healing plants such as tormentil, blueberry, 
turmeric, myrrh, centaury, or olibanum can serve as a valuable alternative or may complement a 
traditional medical treatment. 

Claudia Ritter explains how to use these most effectively.She presents disease patterns in a 
concise and informative way and renders portraits of numerous healing plants together with 
therapy suggestions and recipes. As chronic bowel conditions often cause a nutrient deficiency, 
she also dedicates a chapter to the manufacturing of probiotics, provides tips for dieting, and 
recipes that help with strongly damaged bowels.

A comprehensive manual for people with chronic bowel conditions, easy to read and neatly 
structured.

Claudia Ritter: Alternative practitioner and author. In 2020 she was appointed a member of 
»Kommission E«, a commission of plant medicine experts.
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Christian Rätsch, Claudia Müller-Ebeling
Encyclopedia of Love Potions
Plant, mineral, animal-based, and synthetic
aphrodisiacs

978-3-03902-209-0
98.00 EUR

Cover: Hardcover
Extent: 784 pages
Format: 19.5 cm x 26.5 cm
Appr. 800 images
Available: 26/06/2023
Rights sold: All rights available

• Finally available again
• The ultimate encyclopedia on aphrodisiacs
• 400 detailed and comprehensive portraits of love potions

Aphrodisiacs contribute to sex and eroticism the same way spices do to food.

This encyclopedia offers a comprehensive description of aphrodisiacs, love potions, and virility 
enhancers derived from the realm of plants, animals, and crystals but also based on chemistry and 
medicine – the result of 25 years of research.

Around 400 practical, well-illustrated monographs offer relevant information about history, cultural 
use, ritual practices, and personal experience. The book focuses mainly on love potions available 
in Central Europe but also explores exotic regions, examining both Western medical standpoints 
on aphrodisiacs and alternative world views and traditions.

A comprehensive overview of the fascinating world of aphrodisiacs, virility enhancers, fertility 
medication, stimulants, love magic, love philtres, tonics, anaphrodisiacs, and lust-quenchers.

Dr. Christian Rätsch: (died in 2022) Ethnologist and ethno-pharmacologist, lecturer, and author. 
For several decades he conducted worldwide research on shamanic cultures and their use of 
psychoactive plants.

Dr. Claudia Müller-Ebeling: Art historian and ethnologist, works as freelance researcher, lecturer, 
and author.
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Wolf-Dieter Storl
Nature Rituals
Find your own roots with the help of shamanic
rituals

978-3-03902-206-9
29.00 EUR

Cover: Hardcover
Extent: 304 pages
Format: 15.5 cm x 23.5 cm
Colour photos
Available: 29/05/2023
Rights sold: All rights available

• Nature rituals: companions of our personal development
• Essential knowledge about nature spirituality
• Shamanic wisdom for people who feel part of nature

The urge to open your soul in rituals and create an inner bond with nature is as ancient as 
humankind itself. Even in this day and age rituals are a path to stable footing and self-awareness.

 Wolf-Dieter Storl focuses on the traditions of European forest peoples – Celtic, Germanic,
and Slavic groups – and on various rituals from America, Asia, Australia, and Africa.

What is the right time and place for a ritual? Why to perform one at all, and what aspect of life 
does it relate to? Practical questions that will be answered in this book. It showcases ritualistic 
objects, smoking and auxiliary agents but also plants and animals that are relevant for shamanic 
nature experiences.

Wolf-Dieter Storl shares essential background knowledge on shamanic nature and self-perception.

Wolf-Dieter Storl: Cultural anthropologist and ethno-botanist. Lectured at various universities and 
published numerous books that became long-selling successes. He lives on a solitary farm in the 
Allgäu.

Photos: Lisa Storl
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Werner Kühni, Walter von Holst, Bernhard Richter
Healthy with the Help of Essential
Oils, Healing Stones, and Colloidal
Silver

978-3-03902-205-2
25.00 EUR

Cover: Hardcover
Extent: 224 pages
Format: 16 cm x 22.8 cm
Colour photos
Available: 20/12/2022
Rights sold: All rights available

• A natural medicine chest of oils and healing crystals
• 22 oils, 70 healing stones, and 180 types of therapy
• For amateurs and therapists

Aromatherapy and crystal healing – a perfect match: essential oils lead to safe and quick recovery 
with acute illnesses, healing stones support and elaborate successful healing processes and have 
long-lasting effects. 

This book consistently and comprehensively translates the connection between the two healing 
methods into medical practices. Sorted alphabetically, it provides a quick overview of the different 
uses of aroma oils and complementary agents of physiological stone healing for the most common 
complaints. Even medical amateurs can rapidly learn this effective and harmless treatment 
method suitable for everyday use. 

This guide is intended for patients but also doctors and therapists in healing professions.

Werner Kühni: Alternative practitioner and psychotherapist, trained in homeopathy, mind control 
and hypnosis, intense studies in aromatherapy. Retail of and consulting on essential oils and 
healing stones, book author, and organizer of exhibitions. Lectures and seminars.

Walter von Holst: Co-founder of Steinheilkunde e. V., Stuttgart. Initiator of the research project 
Crystal Healing, lecturer at naturopathy schools. Runs »Steinkreis«, a seminar centre and shop 
specializing in healing stones, crystals and health products.

Bernhard Richter: Graduate in business administration, alternative practitioner, and author. For 
the past two decades focus on mineralogy and crystal healing.
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Dieter Kaiser
The World of Plant Dyes
A colourful work and travel book about wool dyeing

978-3-03902-190-1
34.00 EUR

Cover: Hardcover
Extent: 260 pages
Format: 19.2 cm x 24.5 cm
Colour photos
Available: 27/02/2023
Rights sold: All rights available

• The first comprehensive book on dyeing wool with plants
• Environmentally sustainable procedures
• Step by step guidelines for each plant

A universal, thousands-of-years old handcraft!

In this book, Dieter Kaiser gives a uniquely detailed and thorough illustration of the various 
techniques and methods for dyeing with plants, suitable for amateurs at home but also in support 
of a more successful professional outcome, for instance to ameliorate the life circumstances
of people in developing countries. 

Plants can generate gorgeous colours while being 100%environmentally friendly. However only 
few of them are suitable to produce consistent results: with the help of meticulous basic recipes 
and detailed, well-illustrated step-by-step instructions the author shows us how to create an 
inexhaustible number of harmonizing colours using dyer's weed, indigo, catechu, wild madder, or 
cochineal.

Dieter Kaiser: Professional plant dyer for more than 40 years, working with wool and silk. 
Together with his wife Christa Laiß he teaches techniques of natural dyeing in Germany and many 
other countries worldwide on behalf of various organisations. He holds courses and lectures on the 
topic of natural dyeing, and is also active in vocational training.

»For us as consumers, the perception of colours is a completely subconscious, self-evident act. 
The producers of consumer goods, however, are well aware of the power that colours have and 
how they can be used to seduce us. Colours are a fundamental component of how we perceive the 
world.« – Dieter Kaiser
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Doris Fischer
Fibre Workshop
Traditional textile techniques with natural materials

978-3-03902-188-8
36.00 EUR

Cover: Hardcover
Extent: 260 pages
Format: 19.2 cm x 24.5 cm
Colour photos
Available: 24/04/2023
Rights sold: All rights available

• For the first time ever: the most significant historical textile techniques neatly explained
• Working with sustainable, long-lasting materials
• Easy to implement instructions, useful outcomes

Experiencing the history of crafts, discovering cultural heritage!

Textiles »touch« us all. To manufacture and embellish them, appropriate crafting techniques such 
as yarn-twisting, knotless knitting, braiding, or tablet weaving were developed very early on.

This historically reliable text- and workbook presents forgotten and rediscovered textile techniques 
from as far back as the Stone Age up until the 19th century from all over Europe, all of which are 
part of today's immaterial cultural heritage. The fascinating history of textile crafts encourages us to 
give it a try. 

There is a multitude of possibilities: preparing fibre and spinning yarn, twisting cord, making ribbons 
and braids, manufacturing and refining various fabrics. Introductions to different techniques are 
followed by detailed guidelines and creative ideas for projects, complemented by practical tips. 
Manufacture your own straw ropes, silk cords, ribbon belts, wool cuffs, or gloves made from simple, 
natural materials, using these ancient techniques. No expertise, special materials, or specific tools 
are required.

Doris Fischer: Archaeological excavation technician, author of workbooks, and workshop 
facilitator. Engaged in museum and environmental education, focus on historical crafting 
techniques and traditional plant usage.

Foreign Rights
Liliane Licata
liliane.licata@at-verlag.ch




